
Another Customer Added

SOAIS, in partnership with
Worksoft, has added a new
customer to its fold, a Glass
and Ceramic Materials
company based in US. The
customer wants to automate
their SAP Fiori upgrade
across a global landscape
that dramatically simplifies
and speeds test automation
to accelerate ROI for SAP
S/4 HANA, SAP Fiori, and
other SAP software
implementations. 

Click here to connect with us
to get more information on
our services.
 

SOAIS Blog – Working
with PRIMO

There are objects which
Certify Live Touch is unable
to learn at times. The
PRIMO Container Editor
creates object definitions
that can be used by
Worksoft interfaces to
identify objects on the
screen that cannot be
recognized any other way.
Certify Silverlight interface
supports PRIMO Container
Editor. This tool should only
be used to define controls
that you are unable to learn
with Certify Live Touch for
Silverlight like images.

Please click here to read the
complete blog.
 

Worksoft Blog –Metso
Outotec Saves Time &
Enhances Quality with
Worksoft Automation

Metso Outotec, a leader in
sustainable minerals
processing technologies,
chose Worksoft to automate
testing for SAP to improve
their efficiency and quality
over their existing manual
test processes. Like many
enterprises that rely
exclusively on manual
testing, the company
struggled with costly, time-
consuming regression
testing, challenges with
adequate test coverage,
and lag time for results and
reporting.
 
Please click here to read the
complete blog.
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Dear Default Value,
 

Welcome to SOAIS Newsletter of April 2021!

Nearly 90% of organizations shifting to SAP S/4 HANA who cited “minimizing operational

disruption” as the most important requirement for migration. Resilience and system

availability are top of mind as thousands of organizations build and evaluate their business

case and prepare to make the leap to S/4HANA. Learn how engaging scalable automation

before, during and after an S/4 migration can help ensure delivery without disruption and

provide the tools and insights necessary to keep pace with rapid, pervasive change without

compromising quality. Worksoft is organizing a Webinar on “S/4HANA Unlocked” on

Thursday, May 6 at 10:00 AM CT/15:00 UTC.

Click here to register yourself for this webinar.
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